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Koh Samui’s Most Exclusive Luxury Villa Estate Unveils Second Phase of Stunning 
Properties 

 
  

(11th March 2015) Koh Samui’s boutique luxury villa estate, Samujana, is 

delighted to unveil its second phase of eight expansive new properties, adding 

to its existing collection of 25 luxury hillside villas. 

 

Samujana first opened in March 2012 as Koh Samui’s most exclusive and 

discrete luxury villa estate for groups of friends and families. Positioned in the 

most sought-after location on the island, Samujana offers complete privacy; 

just a few minutes drive from Samui International Airport. Set in a prestigious 

hilltop location, just walking distance from the stunning beaches of Choeng 

Mon and popular Chaweng, this all-pool award-winning villa estate overlooks 

a coral cove, giving each villa uninterrupted sea views and private beach 

access.  

 

All 25 villas at Samujana have been designed by Asia’s celebrated Gary Fell of 

GFAB Architects – each sensitively constructed in harmony with the natural 

rock outcrops and indigenous vegetation with a contemporary spacious 

design. With vast over-sized en-suite bedrooms, abundant living spaces and 



dining areas, state-of-the-art kitchens, dedicated parking and private infinity 

edge pools, each property has been crafted to precision to enable friends and 

families to relax in complete uninterrupted luxury in a home away from home.  

 

March 2015 sees the launch of Villa 28 and Villa 30. The highly anticipated 

Villa 30 is known not only as the jewel in the crown of Samujana, but the 

most impressive villa on Koh Samui, as one of the few places on the island 

with 360 degree uninterrupted sunrise and sunset views of Chaweng and 

Lamai, Choengmon and Plai Laem, Big Buddha and the neighbouring island of 

Koh Phangan. Situated at the very top of the estate, Villa 30 features five en-

suite bedrooms, a state-of-the-art cinema, private gym and a hand-crafted 

spiral staircase. The villa also offers a breathtaking infinity-edge pool, two 

fully equipped kitchens and contemporary Asian art and accents throughout.  

From rain showers to Nuovo sound systems, a full service bar and rooftop 

BBQ deck, Villa 30 is ideal for hosting a star-studded soiree or an intimate 

dinner party with friends. 

The 6-bedroomed Villa 28 is also perched on the highest tier of the estate 

with extensive gardens and panoramic sea views. This colossal 1,209 square 

foot villa is fully equipped with two designer kitchens built specifically for 

group entertaining, a private air-conditioned luxury cinema complete with 

plethora of films and TV shows, and an infinity lap pool for cooling off after a 

day enjoying the Samui sunshine. 

The remaining 6 phase two villas (26, 27, 22, 24, 29 and 21) are set to open 

over the coming weeks. Kurt Berman, General Manager of Samujana says, 

“The expansion of our boutique villa retreat combined with the provision of 

exemplary hospitality in such a beautiful setting creates an environment 

where owners and guests can discover a new state of mind. We are truly 

delighted to not only be recognized as the best villa development in Thailand, 

but also as the best villa development in Southeast Asia”. 

 

Samujana is the ultimate destination for groups wanting to celebrate special 

occasions, have a detox break or simply reconnect with friends and family. 

Guests can enjoy the many amenities offered on the estate at their leisure: 



private villa hosts, local and international cuisine from top, private chefs, an 

all-weather tennis court (floodlit) and access to nearby water sports. 

Samujana has also partnered up with one of the islands’ leading detox spa 

centres and a wide range of beauty and relaxation treatments can be 

provided to Samujana guests in the privacy of their villa.  

Guests can also take advantage of exclusive charters with a choice of various 

sailing and motorboats - ideal for water-skiing, picnics on hidden beaches, 

snorkelling, sightseeing or for pure sailing pleasure. Samujana’s location is 

perfect to discover the island’s culture by visiting historic temples or local 

markets, as well as embrace a wide range of adventure and outdoor pursuits 

including water sports, four wheeled ATV safaris, bungee jumping, waterfall 

hikes, Muay Thai box training and zip lining.  

 

- Ends –  
 
 
 

For more information on Samujana please visit www.samujana.com  
 

For estate maps, fact sheets and villa images, please visit the image library at 

www.samujana.com/medialibrary  

 
For interviews and more information, please contact: 

 
VIM & VIGOUR PR, FOR AND ON BEHALF OF SAMUJANA 

 
Lynda Williams 

lynda@vimandvigourpr.com 
+65 8111 0290 

 
or 

Pippa Brindley 
pippa@vimandvigourpr.com 

+65 9739 1164 
 

Notes to editors 

Developed and managed by Samujana Company Ltd and designed by Gary 

Fell, the Samujana estate is a collection of  oversized and opulent villas, for 



sale and rent. All villas feature large infinity edge pools and unobstructed sea 

views. Perfectly perched on a hillside overlooking a coral cove; the villas offer 

three to eight bedrooms and are ideal for families, friends, couples and also 

offer ample space for bespoke weddings and glamorous events. Samujana 

provides dedicated villa hosts, private cinemas, gyms, spa services, fitness 

retreats, tennis courts, beach access and all the hospitality of an upscale 

resort. Samujana is ideally located just minutes from Koh Samui International 

Airport and lively Chaweng Beach. 

 

 

 

 

 


